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“Jamie, why did you badmouth Robbie so?”

Ellie was extremely shocked. After all, this was the first time Jamie was angry with Robbie.

“I know that you resent Great-grandpa because of Mommy. You’ve been criticizing him and
causing him trouble here and there. Now that he’s fainted, are you now happy?” Jamie
shouted angrily while clenching his fists tight.

“Yes! I’m the one who shocked Great-grandpa until he fainted,” Robbie raised his head and
glared calmly at Jamie as he admitted, “If he dies, I’ll pay for his life with mine!”
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Upon hearing these words, Jamie was momentarily stunned. His eyes widened and he
dared not to say a word.

“Robbie…” Raina was frightened at his outburst and hurriedly consoled him, “Don’t say that.
This is purely an accident. No one could blame you for it…”

“Yet, but…” Robbie suddenly interrupted Raina, as he continued looking at Jamie intently,
“Shouldn’t you hate him on Mommy’s behalf?”

“I… I…” Jamie was too taken aback to mount a reply.

“Forget it. You know nothing, Jamie.” Robbie muttered with a bitter smile. However, he could
understand Jamie’s sense of attachment and thoughts. After all, Great-grandpa was really
good to all of them. He was also the only one who witnessed the whole scene where
Mommy was forced away.
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Jamie and Ellie had no idea of the whole thing.
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Moreover, after the incident, Great-grandpa and Daddy unanimously agreed to tell the lie that
Mommy passed away unexpectedly due to her illness.

Sadly, they had all believed the concocted lie.

Only Robbie knew the truth.

“Robbie, what do you mean by that?” Jamie anxiously asked, vaguely feeling something was
amiss. “Are you hiding any secret from me?”

“Nothing,” Robbie replied coldly before sarcastically retorting, “Just continue to be the naive
kid that you are!”

With that, he turned and left…

“Robbie…” Jamie chased after him and pestered, “I don’t understand why you have to hide
everything from us every time. It is understandable to keep things away from Ellie since
she’s a girl and we need to protect her as brothers. But I’m a boy just like you and I want to
share the burden with you. If you never tell me things, yet you said that I know nothing…”

Upon this outburst, Jamie felt wronged and started to sob…

Turning to face Jamie, Robbie felt slightly guilty. After all, the seemingly naive Jamie had
now grown up…

“I know I’m not as smart as you, nor as capable,” Jamie uttered in a choking manner as he
wiped away his tears, “But I’m also a member in this family. The search for Mommy is my
responsibility too. After all, she’s our Mommy, not yours alone…”

“Shush! Shut up!” Robbie quickly cupped his hand over Jamie’s mouth as he warned in a low
voice, “This is a secret. No one shall know.”

Jamie’s tear-filled eyes widened as he nodded vigorously.

“Don’t ever speak of this anymore,” Robbie warned in a serious tone as he removed his
hand.



“I’m sorry. I was too caught up just now,” Jamie apologized as he bowed his head. “However,
Great-grandpa has been good to us. I still hope that he’ll get better. In the future, don’t be
angry with him, okay?”

“Understood…” Robbie nodded his head as well. Turning to face Ellie who was standing
awkwardly at the door looking at them with tears in her eyes, Robbie immediately scolded
Jamie, “Look, you’ve scared Ellie. Now she’s the one crying.”

“Don’t forget Fifi!” came in indignant squawk.

Fifi was curled up like a little green ball in Ellie’s arms shivering.

“Ellie, Fifi, I’m sorry.” Jamie walked over and gave Ellie a hug with his small arms. “I must’ve
scared you!”

“Boohoo…” Ellie started sobbing.

Robbie hurriedly walked over and hugged them both. “Don’t cry. Don’t be afraid. With me
around, nothing will happen…”

The three siblings were in a group hug. The two brothers tried to console their little sister.
There were tears in Jamie’s eyes, but he held them back with all his effort.

Robbie meanwhile had a look of courage and firmness in his eyes. His little shoulders were
now shouldering the responsibility to protect his younger siblings – as a true big brother
would.

At the corner of the promenade outside, Charlotte stood there and peeked at the unfolding
scene quietly. Her heart was trembling and tears started to stream down inexplicably as she
lowered her head…
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Charlotte could not help but stare at the tears dripping onto her hands…

Such an uncalled-for reaction was probably part of the instinct within her.

Suddenly, something about the three children dawned on her. Perhaps they were really…

“Dr. Langhan, Dr. Langhan…” At this moment, a medical nurse rushed over and called out,
“The emergency room needs you pronto!”
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Raina turned and hurried to the emergency room, before reminding his subordinates, “Take
care of the three kids.”

“Did something happen to Great-grandpa?” Ellie asked tremblingly with a pale face.

“Don’t worry. He’ll be okay.”

Although Robbie seemed calm on the surface, his trembling little hands betrayed his
calmness. He was terrified at the prospect of Mr. Henry in danger all because of him…

“All of you go in first. I’ll go check it out.” Robbie ushered Jamie and Ellie into the lounge
before running towards the emergency room as fast as his little feet could carry him.
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Moving past the corner of the promenade, he vaguely felt someone was watching him all
along, and instinctively looked back…

Charlotte reacted swiftly and hid behind the wall to get out of his sight.

Robbie did not manage to catch the sight of her. He turned back, feeling like he had a wrong
hunch.
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“Mr. Robinson!” Two nurses came running from nowhere.

“Jamie, I want to go to have a look too…” Ellie said with a sob.

“Okay. Let me go with you.”

Having said that, Jamie grabbed Ellie’s hand and headed towards the emergency room.

As the two children approached, Charlotte could see their faces clearly. A strong feeling
surged into her heart like a crashing wave…

Her heart was beating wildly, feeling like bursting out of her chest.

Right at this moment, realization dawned upon her that they were her children! !!

They were hers! Her precious children!

“Mommy, mommy…”

Suddenly, Fifi who was in Ellie’s arms started flapping its wings and squawking excitedly.

Ellie was shocked; she stopped and turned to look around.

Jamie stopped at his tracks as well and looked back as well.

Before they could react, Fifi shot out of her arms like an arrow and flew away…

“Fifi!” Ellie called out and tried to catch up.

Caught by surprise, Charlotte immediately ducked up and hid upstairs.

“Mommy, Mommy!”

Fifi fluttered around the staircase like a headless chicken and flew everywhere to look for
her…



Charlotte hid and did not dare to come out. Seeing the shadow of the little parrot flying
around searching for her made her touched. That little pet possessed a human child-like
instinct – it managed to recognize her!

“Mommy…”

An animal’s sense was indeed sharp. Fifi soon found Charlotte and immediately flew
towards her.

“Caught you!” Suddenly, a hand grasped Fifi from behind. “Ms. Elisa, there you go!”

Kyle grabbed Fifi and gently handed it over to Ellie.

Ellie hugged Fifi tightly, gently slapped its behind, and angrily blamed, “Fifi! Bad bird! You’re
causing trouble at such an important time!”

“That’s right!” Jamie frowned angrily and added, “You’ve been spoiled recently. While it’s fine
to fly around at home, you can’t do this in the hospital! If you don’t control yourself, I’ll lock
you up when we get back.”

“Mommy, Mommy…” Fifi squawked with its head pointing upstairs.

“Stop this nonsense!” Jamie had thought that Fifi was acting this way because it had earlier
accompanied Robbie to Northridge to search for Mommy. Not wanting to expose their
secret plan, he hurriedly scolded once more, “Shush! Shut your mouth! No more of your
nonsense please.”

Fifi shut its beak reluctantly. It dared not to say anything anymore, but its furry head was still
pointing upwards with its eyes looking upstairs with anticipation…

Such display of reluctance!

“Hurry. Let’s go take a look at Great-grandpa.”

Ellie held Fifi and headed quickly towards the emergency room.

Jamie meanwhile lagged behind and glanced in the direction of Fifi’s gaze. He failed to spot
anything out of the ordinary, shrugged, and left the place with Ellie…
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Seeing they had all left, Charlotte came out of her hiding spot. Gazing at the departing
silhouettes of the two children, her eyes were filled with uncertainty.

Both Lupine and Morgan who were hiding on the stairwell upstairs also emerged awkwardly.
They looked at her cautiously, not knowing what to say.

After a long while, Charlotte regained her senses and left…

Getting on the car, Lupine quietly asked, “Do we head to South Sea villa now?”
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“To Northridge.” Charlotte lowered her head with a heavy heart.

“This… Wouldn’t Zachary soon find out that we have not returned to Erihal?” Lupine followed
up quietly.

“You took Zachary too lightly,” Charlotte laughed bitterly before adding, “He should have
known this!”

“Right.” Lupine refrained from saying more.

“Let Peter go,” Charlotte ordered. “Let him know that Olivia will contact him soon. Also, get
her to come to me when the time comes.”
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“Aye.” Lupine immediately acknowledged the order.
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“Ms. Lindberg, are you saying that Zachary already knew that we have caught Peter?”
Morgan asked incredulously before noting, “You think he’ll release Olivia soon?”

“We’re a conniving bunch.” Charlotte laughed coldly. “He should have known that his cover
has been blown. Instead of continuing his charade, he should just come out clean!”

“Then, should we continue our investigation?” Morgan asked.

“Forget it.” Charlotte narrowed her eyes and remarked dangerously, “I’ll wait for him to come
before me!”

“Understood!”

…

Meanwhile, Zachary landed at H City airport.

Bruce came to pick him up and reported, “Just around an hour ago, Peter was released.”

“As expected,” Zachary mused before ordering, “Release Olivia!”

“Aye.” Bruce immediately complied.

“After Olivia has been released, she’ll definitely go to Peter. I’m sure Ms. Lindberg will be
contacted shortly after. By then…” Ben cautiously reminded, “I’m afraid those past
happenings can’t be concealed anymore.”

“Can’t keep it bottled up forever anyway,” Zachary frowned as he noted, “Right now, she’s
probably waiting for me to confess to her personally…”

“That…”

“The time is not ripe yet.” Zachary felt helpless. “Now that the old man has gotten himself
into an accident, all our plans have to be delayed.”

Ben did not dare to say anything. If Mr. Henry had not gotten into the current predicament,
they would have gotten Dr. Felch back. They had planned to use the old man’s birthday to
trick both Zara and Sharon to show up and to reveal both their past crimes. This was the
only way to explain to Charlotte clearly what had happened back then.



Perhaps there was still a thin thread of hope!

However, Mr. Henry’s accident had thrown the whole plan into disarray.

“So do we head to the hospital now?” Bruce asked cautiously.

“Sure,” Zachary muttered succinctly before reminding, “Make sure to keep the media at bay,
and don’t let anyone know about the old man’s accident.”

“Affirmative. Spencer is already on it. No news has been leaked thus far. I’ll continue to
monitor.”

Just as Bruce said that, the phone rang – it was a call from Taylor. He passed the phone
over to Zachary and informed, “Mr. Blackwood is on the line.”

Zachary gestured knowingly. Bruce answered the phone in a calm manner before hanging
up and reporting his conversation to Zachary.

“Mr. Blackwood took Sharon to Erihal and sought forgiveness from the Lindberg family.
However, they were turned away by Mr. Lindberg. No matter how much Mr. Blackwood
begged, Mr. Lindberg refused to give him a chance. Now that the Synder Group was facing
such a crisis, should no action be taken, bankruptcy was the only outcome awaiting them.
Mr. Blackwood could not get hold of Mr. Henry and could not contact you. The only option
left for him was to contact me. Seems like the Lindberg family has truly devoured the
Blackwoods,” Ben mused before sighing, “Dannique is really ruthless when it comes to
matters like this.”

“Did Ms. Lindberg find out about Sharon’s treachery in the first place?” Bruce speculated.

“I don’t think so,” Zachary conjectured calmly before continuing, “If she knew, I’m afraid she
won’t leave it at that!”

“Who knew that merely putting a price on her head would result in such a chain of events. If
she were to find out about Sharon’s attempt on her in T Nation, including causing the death
of Mrs. Berry… I shudder at the thought…”

Ben could feel a chill down his spine. After all, the current Charlotte was definitely no
pushover.
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